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greenteQ Clearline SecuriFold Folding Door Handle

The greenteQ Clearline SecuriFold door handle has been developed 
with bi-fold and Slide & Fold doors in mind. When stacking such doors 
in the open position, there has always been an issue with the sashes 
not folding back neatly because of the projection of the door handle 
on the main opening sash. These typically hold the sashes apart by 
70-80mm; not so with SecuriFold.

The clever design of the handle allows the lever to fold down vertically 
when not in use and locate snugly against the backplate. When 
operating the door, the user simply pushes the lever in at the top to 
allow them to move it from the vertical inactive to the horizontal active 
position. The handle is then used in the normal way to operate the door 
lock and then moved back to the inactive position when the door is left 
open or the locking points have been thrown and the door is secure. 

When the handle is in this position it stands off the profile by only 
25mm so the other sashes are not held away from the main sash when 
stacked in the open position.

An additional benefit is that the lever cannot be seen through the glass 
when the doors are closed so they do not impair the view.

The internal and external levers operate independently of each other 
and the location peg on the backplate prevents any rattle when the 
levers are inactive.

SecuriFold works with standard 92mm PZ locks and has the same 
fixing centres as the standard greenteQ Alpha long backplate door 
handle.

SecuriFold is available in 5 colours and can also be used on residential 
doors to prevent the lever from clashing when the door opens onto a 
wall.
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Order Numbers

Description VBH Code Box Qty

LH White 4QBF0091 12

RH White 4QBF0092 12

LH Black 4QBF0093 12

RH Black 4QBF0094 12

LH Anthracite Grey 4QBF0101 12

RH Anthracite Grey 4QBF0102 12

LH Polished Chrome 4QBF0097 12

RH Polished Chrome 4QBF0098 12

LH Satin Chrome 4QBF0099 12

RH Satin Chrome 4QBF0100 12

Benefits at a glance:

•	 Works with most multi-point 92PZ door locks on bi-fold and 
resi-doors

•	 Levers fold vertically against backplate when not in use to allow 
neat stacking of Invisifold or bi-fold doors and to provide clear 
sightline through glass when closed

•	 Can be used on resi doors to prevent the lever clashing against 
the wall

•	 Stands	off	profile	by	only	25mm	in	inactive	position
•	 Top of lever pushes in to allow turn action
•	 Accepts	standard	or	security	Euro	profile	cylinders
•	 Location peg holds the lever in place in inactive position to 

prevent handle rattle
•	 Internal and external levers operate independently
•	 Identical screw centres to standard long backplate Alpha door 

handle
•	 Covered by the greenteQ 10 year guarantee
•	 The SecuriFold handle is also included in the Q-secure scheme


